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Abstract.
Strengthening the management of the carving business is necessary because the existence of this business provides high economic value and has the potential to go global, so that the business is required to be able to face competition, generate product growth with new innovations, technological renewal, create jobs and improve the welfare of the local community. This community service was carried out in Siangan Village, Gianyar, Bali. The purpose of this community service activity is to increase knowledge of the role of the marketing mix, understanding of financial management and entrepreneurial knowledge of carving businesses. The method used to strengthen the management of the carving business is community education through counseling. The results of this community service show that there is an increase of 20% related to knowledge about the role of marketing mix, understanding of financial management and entrepreneurial knowledge of carving business actors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are recognized as having an important role in economic empowerment, especially in several developing countries because of their ability to create jobs and social welfare for the majority of the population, especially those who do not have access to formal jobs in the public sector [1]. In Indonesia, SMEs are an important pillar of the economy, able to absorb 97% of the total workforce and collect up to 60.4% of total investment [2]. One of the SMEs that have high economic value and has the potential to go global is a carving business in Siangan Village, Gianyar, Bali. From Denpasar City, Siangan Village is +29 km away which can be reached by road for +1 hour 8 minutes. The majority of carving businesses in Siangan Village are individual businesses that have been passed down from generation to generation. The carvings produced are carvings in Balinese style, such as carvings on windows, doors, symbols, ringring (carvings on the edge of the roof of the house), pandil/parba (carvings on the walls), and saka (poles). Carving business produces only if there is an order. Product orders are usually made in advance, before carving products are used. Orders served can be in the form of only carving services, and can also be directly for materials as well as carving services. These art businesses in general can also work on carvings of a complete Balinese house. On average, order processing can be completed within three to four months for complete Bali buildings.

In addition to producing Balinese-style carving products, the carving business in Siangan Village also provides decoration rental services. Rent the decorations depending on the season. During the wedding season, there are more service users than on other days. Product marketing is still done by word of mouth. Customers order products on the recommendation of acquaintances who have ordered products before. Along with the development of the times and technology, this carving business is facing difficulties in finding workers. The interest of the younger generation to pursue the carving business is declining because the process is complicated and takes a long time. Most of the younger generation tend to choose to work in the tourism sector because this sector is considered to provide a more certain and easier income. There is a carving art business in Siangan Village that has taken advantage of access to capital from sources of capital providers, although not yet for all of the products it produces. Because it is an individual business, and with
limited human resources, both in terms of quantity and quality, financial management is still managed by the owner. Separation of financial management for business interests and the owner's personal interests has also not been carried out. All of this causes business development to run slowly.

These various conditions indicate that being able to develop a sustainable business is a challenge for SMEs [2]. The conditions faced by the carving business in Siangan Village can threaten the sustainability of the business. In fact, the carving business makes a significant contribution to the enrichment and preservation of the nation's culture, besides also having a very strategic role in absorbing labour, as well as improving the welfare and standard of living of the local community. Carving, as an expression of community cultural creativity, has provided an opportunity for the people of Siangan Village to move, create, maintain, transmit and develop their skills by creating new forms of products. Siangan Village carving business also has an important position. If developed better, these businesses can absorb more workers and improve people's welfare, especially in Siangan Village and in many cases these businesses can become glue and can stabilize social inequality problems. Efforts are needed to strengthen the management of the carving business in Siangan Village to support the accelerated development of the local area. The strengthening of the carving business is carried out by introducing business management based on modern management theory, particularly marketing, financial and human resource management. The purpose of this community service activity is to increase knowledge of the role of marketing mix, understanding of financial management, entrepreneurial knowledge of carving business actors in Siangan Village.

II. METHODS

The method used to strengthen the management of the carving business in Siangan Village is community education through counseling. Strengthening the management of the carving business in Siangan Village, is the focus of academics on community groups/SMEs and activities for the development of science, technology and art in academic institutions which are carried out as follows:

a. Marketing management

Strengthening marketing management is done by providing an understanding of marketing mix which includes 7P—product, price, place, promotion, people, process, physical evidence. The method used in this activity is marketing mix counseling to carving business actors.

b. Financial management

Strengthening financial management is given to carving businesses by conducting counseling on the basics of bookkeeping in accordance with accounting concepts and knowledge of capital, so that carving businesses can understand, have knowledge of business cash flow and the effectiveness and efficiency of working capital use. In addition, counseling regarding knowledge and information related to access to working capital is also provided which is more affordable from lending institutions, so that carving business actors find it easier and know the procedures for obtaining working capital.

c. Human Resource Management

Carving business actors receive counseling related to entrepreneurial knowledge. The aim is that business actors have the knowledge to develop businesses in increasing efficiency, productivity and production scale as well as business competitiveness.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Strengthening marketing management

Before providing counseling about marketing management, a pre-test was carried out to measure the extent to which carving business actors know and understand the role of marketing mix—product, price, place, promotion, people, process, physical evidence—for business sustainability. The measurement uses a 5-point category scale (1=very unfamiliar and do not understand to 5=very familiar and understand). The results show that the carving business actors are not very familiar with and understand the role of marketing mix for business sustainability (3=quite familiar and quite understanding).
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Table 1. Impact of Community Service Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Pre Test</th>
<th>Post Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of the role of marketing mix</td>
<td>Not very familiar with and understand the role of marketing mix for business sustainability.</td>
<td>Familiar and understand more about the role of marketing mix for business sustainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of financial management</td>
<td>Not understand the basics of bookkeeping based on the accounting concept. Not quite understand with capital knowledge.</td>
<td>Quite understand with the basics of financial management according to the accounting concept. Better understanding of the knowledge regarding capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial knowledge</td>
<td>Understand enough about entrepreneurial knowledge.</td>
<td>Understanding of entrepreneurial knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this community service, in terms of products, they are introduced and given an understanding of how to develop products that can meet the wants, needs and tastes of the market, so as to increase productivity, production scale and product competitiveness through innovation and product quality to expand the market. In terms of price, they are introduced and given an understanding of how to set the right price. From the point of view of place, an understanding related to physical distribution is provided, namely the transfer of product ownership from business actors to customers, including distribution channels, logistics, warehousing decisions, product handling, inventory control, and the ordering process. Related to promotion, carving business actors are introduced to the use of information technology as a digital marketing medium. Online technology and digital applications are considered as the most effective tools to initiate closer relationships with consumers [3]. Traditional marketing strategies are no longer sufficient and relevant in a highly competitive business environment to create competitiveness and sustainable growth [4]. SMEs can benefit through the effective utilization of social media and advanced technological tools for business management due to the lack of traditional resources [5]. Carving business actors are given an understanding of people, namely anyone who has contact with customers who can give an impression and will have a big impact—positive or negative—on customer satisfaction. Brand reputation is in the hands of these people, so they must be properly trained, properly motivated and have the right attitude. An understanding of the process as part of the marketing mix is given to carving business actors by emphasizing the service delivery process and the behavior of the person providing the service has an important role for customer satisfaction. Issues such as waiting times, information provided to customers and worker assistance are all important to keep customers happy. In addition, business actors are also introduced and given an understanding of physical evidence that a business must be able to help potential customers “see” what they are buying. Case studies and testimonials can provide evidence that a business keeps its promises. After counseling, a post-test was carried out. The results of the post-test show that the carving business actors know and understand more about the role of marketing mix for business sustainability (4=familiar and understand). These results indicate an increase of 1 point from point 3 (pre-test) to point 4 (post-test), or it can be said that there has been an increase of 20% in the knowledge of carving business actors regarding the role of the marketing mix for business sustainability. Business actors have knowledge and understanding of how to increase the competitiveness of the products of the carving business they produce by innovating products, improving product quality, and setting competitive prices. In addition, by introducing digital marketing to market the products of the carving business, businesses can market their products more broadly, because they can sell or take orders online. Business actors also understand the importance of information technology as a medium for marketing products and understand the important role of people, processes and physical evidence that supports competitive advantage and business sustainability.

4.2 Strengthening financial management

Based on measurements with a 5-point category scale (1=very not understanding to 5=very understanding), the results of the pre-test show that carving business actors do not understand the basics of bookkeeping based on the accounting concept (2=not understanding). The results of the pre-test also show that business actors are not quite understand with capital knowledge (point 3)—based on a 5-point category scale measurement (1=very not understanding to 5=very understanding). In this community service, business actors are introduced to the use of information technology as a digital marketing medium.
actors are given counseling on the basics of bookkeeping according to accounting concepts and knowledge of capital to determine the flow of business cash flows as well as the efficiency and effectiveness of the use of working capital. Given that SMEs have limited access to external sources of finance and are overly dependent on short-term finance, efficient management of working capital is essential for business survival, growth and profitability [6]. The absence of adequate records in SMEs is a barrier to properly monitoring working capital [7]. Business actors are also introduced to access to capital other than their own capital to institutions providing capital, namely microfinance institutions both in the form of banks and non-banks, venture capital including cooperatives.

After counseling, the results of the post-test show that the business actors are quite understand with the basics of bookkeeping according to the concept of accounting (3=quite understanding). This shows that there was an increase from point 2 (pre-test) to point 3 (post-test). This means that there is an increase of 1 point (by 20%). The results of the post-test also show that business actors have a better understanding of the knowledge regarding capital (4=understanding). These results indicate an increase from a point of 3 (pre-test) to a point of 4 (post-test). This means that there is an increase of 1 point, which is equal to 20%. Through these activities business actors gain understanding, have knowledge of business cash flows and the effectiveness and efficiency of the use of working capital. For SMEs, working capital management is the most important tool leading them to respond quickly to management changes and decisions [7]. With this counseling, business actors know the lending institutions, both in the form of banks and non-banks, so that business actors will find it easier and know the procedures for obtaining working capital. Relying only on internal financing is not enough to encourage SMEs development [8]. SMEs can look for other financing such as bank loans as one of the main sources. According to [9] better access to external funding is an important growth factor for small businesses, without external funding a business cannot achieve good financial performance results.

4.3 Strengthening human resource management

Prior to counseling the carving business actors, they are given a pre-test related to entrepreneurial knowledge. Based on measurements with a 5-point category scale (1=very low understanding to 5=very good understanding), it shows that business actors understand enough about entrepreneurial knowledge (3=sufficient understanding). This community service provides an understanding of entrepreneurship knowledge to entrepreneurs in carving arts to strengthen their ability and will to develop, organize and manage a business and all its risks, have flexibility and be able to adapt to change. The results achieved from these activities were an increase in entrepreneurial knowledge by 20% compared to before being given an understanding of entrepreneurial knowledge. The results of the post-test showed that the carving business actors expressed an understanding of entrepreneurial knowledge (4=understanding). This shows that there was an increase in point from the pre-test (3=sufficient understanding) to the post-test (point 4=good understanding).

Through this activity, carving business actors gain an understanding of the nature of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial spirit and competence, and cultivate an entrepreneurial spirit. Carving business actors understand that as business actors they must have an entrepreneurial spirit, namely having innovative, creative behavior, liking change, progress, and challenges. Having an entrepreneurial spirit encourages business actors to apply creativity and innovation in solving the problems they face and finding opportunities for business continuity. This in turn encourages business actors to create added value by combining various resources in new and different ways to gain competitive advantage. According to [10] competitive advantage can be designed with a strategy to create entrepreneurial competitiveness. Entrepreneurial competitiveness makes creativity and innovation an added value of individual resources in creating business opportunities [11].

The implementation of community service activities is shown in Figure 1 below.
Fig 1. Implementation of Community Service in Carving Business in Siangan Village, Gianyar, Bali

IV. CONCLUSION

This community service program activity demonstrates the achievement of the objectives: increasing knowledge about the role of marketing mix, understanding of financial management and entrepreneurial knowledge, from carving business actors in Siangan Village. Nonetheless, in order for business actors to be able to manage their businesses more effectively and to inspire other community members to empower the community, ongoing assistance is still needed. This can be done in the form of continuing education and business incubation. The implication of this community service program is that policy makers, business support organizations, bank and non-bank lenders, and academic institutions need to focus on educating SMEs more effectively in financial management, thereby reducing the risk of cash flow problems and business failures. Governments, regulatory authorities and financial institutions should take steps to improve access to finance for SMEs. Another implication is that relevant governments and universities can continuously conduct entrepreneurship training to increase the capacity of business actors so that they can seize opportunities and improve the digitalization capabilities of SMEs.
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